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Sermon – July 3, 2011 

“Being In-Dependence” 

Christine Webb 
 

 

Scripture Reading:   Luke 6:1-11 & Romans 2:1-2 
 

Tomorrow is Independence Day. We celebrate the birth of our nation.  As we sit at the parade, or 

gather with friends, we feel a swell of pride that we live in one of the most prosperous and free 

nations on earth. And even in these incredibly uncertain times we have an abundance of hope and 

optimism. It seems to just be a part of our national fiber. We truly believe things are going to get 

better. It’s one of our best attributes and is one I share in enthusiastically.  

Many of you who know me know that I am a huge history geek. When I was a kid my grandfather, 

who sold paint at Montgomery Ward’s, had Thursdays off. Every Thursday in the summer he would 

come to our house and gather up whoever wanted to go, and take us on an outing that in some way 

expanded our horizons a bit. I remember visiting the Moravian village of Schoenbrunn, a mission to 

the Delaware Indians in Ohio, where Ohio’s first Christian church was built. I went on a ride on a 

canal boat pulled by a mule, visited Thomas Edison’s home, bought bread at the local Amish farms 

and, on one memorable occasion, rode with my grandfather and four of my sisters and cousins to 

Dearborn, Michigan, to visit Henry Ford’s museum. It was through the eyes of my grandfather that I 

first learned to love history. 

I believe this is how we learn about the world, starting when we are young – through the eyes of 

those around us. Particularly through the eyes of those we love and respect. And it is by being part of 

a community of fellow “travelers” that we are shaped and that we shape others. It is in community 

that we are formed and when we find ourselves in conflict with the statements or actions of that 

community we are often faced with our most difficult challenges.   

It is obvious, from the scripture (Luke 6: 1-11 The Message)  that Jesus considered himself an 

integral part of the community in which he lived, that he understood himself as a Jew and as a 

descendant of King David, and more. He knew the scriptures inside out. He grew up observing the 

holy days and keeping the Sabbath. He often taught in the meeting places.  That community formed 

him and informed him, but it didn’t define him entirely. He knew himself as something more and it 

was that “something more” that allowed him to see the world in a different way, through a filter of 

love rather than one of legalism.  It was that filter that often brought him into conflict with the 

authorities of the time.  

Jesus was as fully human as we are and not, I think, as one-dimensional as we sometimes consider 

him.  Jesus, for all his love and compassion, was not a wimp. In fact, he was quite the rule-breaker. 

Jesus stood up for what he believed, breaking the rules when he thought the rules got in the way of 

his ministry. He overturned tables, spoke to Samaritan women, even ate with known sinners and tax 

collectors. And yes, he healed and encouraged his Disciples to harvest grain to feed themselves on 

the Sabbath. All against the rules. When faced with the inflexibility of the Pharisees, he had to 
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decide whether to go along or whether to confront those he believed allowed rules to get in the way 

of compassion.  Which road to take? The safe one or the risky one?  

 We all have to make choices when those forks in the road present themselves. Our lives, 

individually and institutionally, really are a series of decisions. One path taken, the others left 

behind. Have you ever thought about how, in each moment of decision, your life is changed forever?  

That those life choices, those varying paths, take us each to a unique place of understanding and 

belief?  It’s what makes us all so different, and yet so interesting, and it’s also what makes being in a 

relationship, in a community, so challenging.  

Tomorrow is Independence Day.  I think of those men and women who lived at the time of the 

American Revolution and wonder about the decisions they made. Patriot or Loyalist, they were part 

of communities that would be changed forever by the decisions they made. The paths of their lives 

intersected, crashed, exploded into war. Their communities were torn apart and then stitched back 

together. Families were splintered, friendships harmed, some irreparably. They made decisions that 

continue to have a huge impact on our lives even today.  

The branches of my family that lived in what would become the United States fought on both sides 

of the Revolution. A contentious lot, we fought on both sides of the Civil War as well. We have a 

family branch in Canada to this day only because they were run out of New York for being Loyalists 

during the Revolution.  

Would you have protected the status quo or sided with the anarchists? Protected your property and 

ties to your homeland or demanded a more just and equitable arrangement? Hidden out somewhere 

and tried to ignore it all? Stood up for what you believed in? Would you have broken the rules and 

risked the consequences? Not sure? Me either. I hope I’d have stood up for what I believed, 

whatever that was.  And I hope that, whatever side I’d been a part of, that I would have been like 

John Dickinson and pitched in afterward to be a part of a changed community, to help create the best 

country that I could.  

We live, today, in communities where there is often a lot of tension, even here in this community of 

church.  Our lives change and transitions happen and as we forge a new path of understanding it is 

human nature to want our friends, families and even our churches, to reflect our changed 

perspective. And when they don’t, or won’t, and the situation is important enough, we have to make 

decisions about how, or if, we will continue to be in relationship with them.  What, we may ask 

ourselves, is the “right” thing to do? Which path to take? And what, if anything can faith 

communities, like our church, do to become a place of true community, where those difficult 

discussions can safely take place? 

I’ve been wrestling lately with this issue: What do we do when we disagree fundamentally with a 

position an organization or institution we love, like a church, has taken?  Do we continue to 

participate, working for change, or do we leave? Carol Howard Merritt, in her book Reframing Hope 

calls people who continue to be part of mainline churches loyal radicals. Loyal radicals, she asserts, 

have no desire or intention of leaving their denominations. They realize they are part of a shift in 

what she calls “ecclesial thinking.” She writes that these loyal radicals “celebrate the vital spiritual 

disciplines that form them and have a hope for a vibrant church that makes sense in a new generation 

.. open to innovation and creativity yet .. also appreciative of the wisdom in some structure, a 

generation of Christians longing for the very practices of inclusion, diversity and questioning that 

many mainline churches have been cultivating these last few decades.”  

I believe we can confidently use the term loyal radical to describe Jesus. You’ll notice that Jesus 

didn’t stop being a Jew because the Pharisees were acting in a way that he thought wasn’t just. He 

also didn’t curse them or demonize them. He didn’t perform some miracle that turned them into 

donkeys or made them mute.  His choice was to demonstrate what he saw as truth by asking some of 

those powerful questions. When Jesus asked the Pharisees, “What kind of action suits the Sabbath 

best? Doing good or doing evil? Helping people or leaving them helpless?" he was challenging their 

understanding of God’s law.  He challenged the Pharisees to rethink their adherence to legalistic 

interpretation. He acted in a way that demonstrated his understanding of God’s will. He broke the 
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rules but he didn’t walk away from his religious heritage – he hung in there and advocated for 

change. 

The word discernment is one I’ve come to appreciate a lot lately.  Discernment means to determine 

the value of a thing, to develop keen insight.  Given a challenging situation, how do we decide 

which, of the many paths available, to take, and which to leave behind? 

An essential element of faith communities is providing opportunities where participants can learn 

together, ask questions, bounce ideas off each other – where we can practice discernment. In other 

words, like Jesus and his followers, we seek to create authentic communities where we can depend 

on each other for support, encouragement and challenging conversation - where we work to really 

listen to one another, to lovingly and effectively communicate.  

When it comes to honest communication, our second scripture reading (Romans 2: 1-2, The 

Message) of the day says it all. True communication only happens where there is open and respectful 

dialogue. Paul, in his letter to the Romans, reminds us that God is the one to do the judging, not us: 

“But if you think that leaves you on the high ground where you can point your finger at others, think 

again. Every time you criticize someone, you condemn yourself.” 

It isn’t our job to point out the sins or transgressions of others, Paul says. If we do that we are just as 

guilty as those we accuse.  But do not confuse judgment with discernment. We can believe with all 

our heart that what someone does is hurtful or vengeful. We can advocate and demonstrate what we 

believe to be a better way, even breaking rules to do so. What we must not do, according to Paul, is 

point our fingers in judgment.  I have to admit this is a huge struggle for me. 

Frances Kissing, who is known for her longtime activism on the abortion issue, a place where 

judgment and name-calling are endemic, said, in an NPR interview, that, tired of a thirty year battle 

where no progress has been made, she has devoted her energy in recent years to developing real 

relationships and new conversations across that bitter divide, participating in what she terms a 

gracious dialogue. When sides are polarized, she stated, collaboration, or finding common ground, is 

often not possible.  It is when we take away the pressure of coming to some type of agreement, when 

we stop judging, and simply listen to each other, attempting to understand why someone believes 

what they do, that good things will happen. Change, she asserts, happens in the margins. 

Jeff and I were challenged a few years ago when our daughter, Lauren, “came out” to us. I have to 

admit that it was difficult for each of us as we struggled for what that would mean in her life and in 

ours. Was it just a phase? Would our friends judge her, judge us? Jeff, a deep thinker and ponderer, 

took a slightly different path than I did (he thinks, I read and discuss) but, in the end, we both came 

to an understanding that she is our daughter and that we love her, as Mr. Rogers would say, “just the 

way she is.”  

In what I would term a process of discernment about this new circumstance in our lives, we learned 

some facts about the Methodist Church that really distressed us, facts we weren’t previously aware 

of. We learned that the Book of Discipline for the Methodist Church, our church, states that our 

daughter’s life is incompatible with Christian teaching. That, should she desire it, she could never be 

ordained as a pastor in our church.  That her marriage last summer could never have been performed 

in a Methodist church, or by a Methodist pastor, even in one of the many states where such a 

marriage is legal. In fact, if a Methodist minister wanted to deny her membership in a Methodist 

church based only on her sexual orientation he or she could. I was pretty stunned. And angry. And 

sad.  Open hearts, open minds and open doors, it seems, doesn’t really apply to daughters like our 

daughter. Maybe, I thought, we should leave the church?  

We were faced with a road that had two very distinct forks.  Go one way and stay here, in this 

church community that has been so supportive, that really does practice radical hospitality. I could 

work for change, even though modifying the Book of Discipline anytime soon, or ever, isn’t looking 

too possible, given the increasingly conservative nature of our increasingly international 

denomination. Or, we could take the other fork and leave the church. Perhaps return to our 

Presbyterian roots, a mainline church that recently changed its policies to be truly inclusive for both 

membership and ordination.  
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As we moved through the months of indecision I began to pay closer attention to the faith groups I 

was a part of: the church nerds at Theology on Tap, the Thursday morning study group, Reconciling 

Ministries , Creation Vacation, the Worship Team, helping with food distribution. I thought back on 

that Sunday when Lauren and Amber attended church with us and you all were so welcoming and 

loving to them.  

  

Finally, I reflected on the trial last month of Wisconsin Methodist pastor Amy DeLong, definitely a 

loyal radical, who was tried by the Methodist church for being a pastor who is a self-avowed, 

practicing homosexual, and for performing a same-gender commitment ceremony, both chargeable 

offenses for our ordained clergy. The world, through the news media, may have seen the harsh, 

legalistic side of the Methodist Church, but the trial reports, sentencing, and Pastor DeLong’s own 

comments, show a community of faithful people honestly struggling with a difficult issue and 

making some slight headway.  

What I see here, in our faith community, is Jesus’ commandment to love borne out through 

conversation and hospitality, through learning and worship, through service, - the actions of people 

deeply committed to being Jesus’ hands and feet and heart in the world.  

I also see a Methodist pastor who has been put through the proverbial wringer come away from the 

process stating, in this week’s Time magazine: "They certainly had every opportunity to be punitive 

and throw the book at me. My hope is that this is the very last time that somebody is put on trial for 

acts of conscience. Most people hope to be first; I hope to be last. Dealing with matters of 

conscience in a punitive, legalistic way doesn't serve anybody well." 
 

 As I read, and discussed and paid attention, I attempted to make sense of a denomination that so 

clearly works to live out Jesus’ commandment to love one another, that repeatedly states that it 

values all, and whose social principles are affirming and inclusive, but which has such exclusive and 

damning pronouncements for one single class of people in its rules - and I found a denomination in 

transition. A denomination split over this situation, much as it was over issues related to race and the 

ordination of women in the past, but one fully engaged in fairly civil discourse. A denomination at a 

crossroads. 

And the road we chose? Stay or go?  

Like those early pioneers for fuller inclusion, we want to be part of the conversation, a part of the 

solution, so we are staying right here, loyal radicals to the end. I will continue to work for the full 

inclusion of all God’s children in the Methodist church, member or pastor. I will speak up for love 

over legalism, for a church based on the Greatest Commandment of love for all. For a church where 

our gay children, who have such an incredibly high suicide rate, will find acceptance, understanding 

that they, like every other person on this earth, are made in God’s image.  

For a community based on the one Christ exemplified: loyal radicals who supported and encouraged 

and depended on each other. Who listened and learned and advocated. For spaces where we can 

engage in civil discourse, making ourselves vulnerable , opening ourselves to each other and to the 

Holy Spirit.  Where we understand scripture as a living, breathing, changing entity, informed by our 

own experiences. Where we can help each other at each fork in the road and support each others’ 

decisions, even if we don’t always agree. Where, reaching beyond our small community, into the 

world, we are the embodiment of Christ living out what John Wesley termed his “Rules for Life:” 

“Do All the Good You Can, 

By All the Means You Can, 

In All the Ways You Can, 

In All the Places You Can, 

At All the Times You Can, 

To All the People You Can, 

As long as Ever … 

…You Can!” 
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Amen! 

 


